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“Our number
one priority
was safety,
but we also
needed the
freedom to
operate our
system.”
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— Ben McCall, BS EE ‘17

Puja Patel, Rohini Shah, Ben McCall, Joel Williams, and Aryan Toughiry

ASTRA System Locates Origin of Gunshots
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C A P S TO N E D E S I G N P R O J E C T

In recent years, extremist groups and lone wolf actors have increased the frequency and severity of active shooter incidents.
To combat this trend, a team of Mason students developed a
novel solution for community leaders and governments that
demand safety and security for their citizens.
Ben McCall, a senior majoring in electrical engineering, and his
classmates Aryan Toughiry, Puja Patel, Joel Williams, and
Rohini Shah developed the Active Shooter Tactical Response
Assistant, or ASTRA, a system that can discern gunshots from
other impulse-based sounds, and also localize the shot.
The high-level concept for the system consists of three independent phased array nodes that can each detect a gunshot using
matched filter techniques and create a vector pointing toward the
origin of the shot using cross-correlation. The information is then
reported back to a central receiver over wireless links where it
displays the nodes’ vectors on Google Earth and places the location
of the shooter at the intersection of the vectors.

The nodes themselves comprise off-the-shelf components
and open-source software so that anyone anywhere in the world
can continue this group’s research or implement the system for
themselves. The hardware consists of four wired lavalier microphone elements commonly used in live event production, a
4-channel USB audio interface that has driver support in the Linux
Ubuntu environment, USB GPS “pucks” that give the nodes their
geo-identity, and some machine-cut pieces of Delrin plastic that
form the 2-dimensional phased arrays that give the microphones
the necessary spatial separation needed to determine the angle
from which a shot came.
The signal processing code is written in custom python “blocks”
in the open-source platform GNU Radio. Off-the-shelf ISM band
transmitters are used to create the data network that allows the
nodes to send their data messages to the central receiver. Once the
packets are received, a custom Java program aggregates the nodes’
individual reports and plots them on a Google Earth terminal.
Continued on page 4

LETTER FROM THE CHAIR

Spring 2017 Highlights
Dear Alumni and Friends,
As Northern Virginia has transitioned from the hot days of summer to autumn,
we can reflect on some of the news stories and events from this past spring.
The Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering has entered a new
phase of excellence and innovation in research and education. Our students
and faculty are pushing boundaries and exploring new frontiers. The capstone
projects this past spring semester range from the Active Shooter Tactical
Response Assistant (ASTRA) to the Parking Available System (PAS) and everything in between. Our PhD students are studying ocean acoustics, underwater
robots, and novel systems based on nanoribbons and sheets. Mason ECE
undergraduate students were also part of a multidisciplinary team that competed
in 10 matches in the VEX Robotics World Championship. They made it to the finals
of their division.
Another success that we are very excited about is our participation in the
Aspiring Scientists Summer Internship Program (ASSIP). This program was
established to give high school and undergraduate students who have an
interest in STEM access to real-world, hands-on research. Work by three Thomas
Jefferson High School students, William Xu, Eric Wang, and Suhas Sastry, who
have been working under the guidance of Professor Kai Zeng for the past two
summers, resulted in the publication and presentation of a technical paper at
the eighth ACM/IEEE International Conference on Cyber-Physical Systems this
past April in Pittsburgh. Their research was on how to significantly improve
in-vehicle network communication security for connected cars.
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It is well known to those of us at George Mason that outstanding teaching is
an integral part of Mason’s mission and, as a result, is deserving of significant
recognition. The care and rigor that our professors bring to the classroom
fosters enthusiasm that leads to a lifetime of critical thinking. To recognize
these exceptional teachers, the Office of the President established awards
that are to be presented annually at Commencement to a faculty member
whose teaching inspires and stimulates students in the finest tradition of
higher education. This year, Mason awarded its inaugural John Toups Award
for Excellence in Teaching to Jill Nelson, an associate professor in Electrical
and Computer Engineering, whose teaching exemplifies the university’s
commitment to ongoing innovation and excellence in delivering a
transformative learning experience to its students.
I invite you to follow us on Facebook, and I look forward to sharing more
news and stories of our department in the future.
Monson H. Hayes
Chair, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering

F E AT U R E D A LU M N I

Analyzing Ocean Noise

In March 2017, the Journal of the Acoustical Society of America
(JASA) published Farrokhrooz’s analysis of the SPICEX noise
measurements. The paper, which is available as an open-access
article from the JASA website, contains several important results,
including a comparison to North Pacific measurements made
in 1973. That comparison showed that noise levels at 50 Hz
measured in SPICEX were comparable to those recorded three
decades earlier, in contrast to earlier research that predicted a rise
in ocean noise of 0.55 dB per year.
A key component of Farrokhrooz’s dissertation was his investigation of mechanisms for transferring noise generated by ships and
other surface sources into the deep sound channel. The channel
traps low-frequency noise, enabling it to propagate for hundreds
of kilometers with relatively low loss. Below 100 Hz a substantial
portion of ocean ambient noise is due to distant sources. Previous
research concluded that reflection of sound off the continental
slope is the dominant mechanism for getting ship noise into the
deep sound channel (see Figure 2). Farrokhrooz’s research showed
that, while slope reflections are significant, other mechanisms such
as scattering due to random internal waves must be included to
accurately simulate the noise received on deep vertical arrays.

Since graduating in May 2017, Farrokhrooz has been working
as a postdoctoral fellow in the OASP Group, following up on some
of the research questions raised by his dissertation and writing
proposals for future work. In particular he is working on incorporating new internal wave models that account for changes of
sound speed with latitude into his noise simulation software.
FIGURE 1. Shipping traffic in Northeastern Pacific
(data from exactEarth, Ltd)
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FIGURE 2. Continental Slope reflects surface
noise into deep channel
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The data Farrokhrooz analyzed was collected as a part of the
2004-05 SPICE experiment (SPICEX) funded by the Office of
Naval Research (ONR) and conducted by Scripps Institution of
Oceanography. ONR also funded Professor Kathleen Wage’s
participation in the experiment and Mehdi’s analysis of the noise
data. Figure 1 shows the location of SPICEX in relation to North
Pacific shipping lanes derived from satellite data. Two large vertical
arrays deployed in SPICEX spanned much of the 5 km water
depth, facilitating analysis of the depth dependence of the
ambient noise.

Prior to joining Mason, Farrokhrooz received his BSc and MSc
in electrical engineering from Shiraz University in Iran in 2002
and 2005, respectively. His interest in array signal processing
and underwater acoustics led him to join the Ocean Acoustic
Signal Processing (OASP) research group in 2010 to work with
Professor Wage.

LONGITUDE

Recent ECE PhD graduate Mehdi Farrokhrooz, PhD Electrical
Engineering ’17, analyzed low-frequency ambient noise in the
deep ocean using a yearlong data set acquired with long vertical
arrays deployed in the North Pacific. A thorough understanding
of noise characteristics is required to design sensor systems and
processing algorithms for challenging ocean environments.
Farrokhrooz’s work provided valuable insights about the vertical
structure and seasonal variability of noise for frequencies between
20 and 500 Hz. Ships and wind are the dominant sources of noise
in this frequency band.

ILLUSTRATION BY MARCIA STAIMER

Hydraulics Semester
Project Challenges New
Engineering Students
BY WILLIAM DIEHL

The ENGR 107 Introduction to Engineering class introduces
incoming freshmen to engineering profession fundamentals
and problem-solving. One of the course objectives is to complete
a substantial engineering design project. This teaches students to
understand requirements and constraints of the design, estimate
cost and schedule for completion, write test procedures, and learn
to work as a team.
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In one of ENGR 107’s fall semester sections, students were handed
the task of designing, building, and testing a hydraulics project.
The idea for a hydraulics project is motivated by environmental,
agricultural, pharmaceutical, or other industrial processes that
require sequential distributions of fluids at controlled volume and
flow rates. Additionally, solutions are addressable using multiple
engineering disciplines, which is suitable for a class where the
students represent more than 20 majors.
Four students—Adam Johnson, Kevin Bryant, Case Hassak,
and Jason Schwarzwalder—formed one of 24 groups working
on this project. They worked from a statement of requirements
that explicitly defined weighted completion criteria but offered
no guidance on any solution.
Some of the required events were relatively easy, e.g., letting a
quantity of water flow down to vessels at a lower height. However,
some events were complex, including transporting fluid to a plane

located above the reservoir, mixing water with food coloring in
a set sequence, and evacuating the mixture to a third vessel.
Johnson, Bryant, Hassak, and Schwarzwalder used a weighted
decision matrix to choose between either a mechanical or an
electrical solution. They chose the electrical solution, which used
multiple electronic pumps with sequencing controlled by a
Raspberry Pi, a low-cost but very powerful single board computer
often used in robotics applications. Other materials included 12V
hobby pumps and motors, wooden boards, vinyl tubing, hot glue,
and assorted Legos.
The students delivered a multidisciplinary solution, employing
electrical engineering, mechanical engineering, and computer
skills. Their solution was one of only a handful of projects to
complete all eight events, in the proper sequence, while delivering
the proper volume of fluid in the prescribed time intervals.
Additionally, their project was awarded a top honor based on
student peer reviews conducted during in-class oral presentations.
Success on complex projects such as the hydraulics project gives
students the confidence to excel in highly technical projects in
their engineering majors and adds to their experience, which will
be beneficial in their senior design projects and in their engineering careers beyond.

ASTRA System Locates Origin of Gunshots, continued from page 1

One of the students’ biggest challenges was finding a place to
test a gunshot detection system. Their number-one priority was
safety, but they also needed the freedom to operate the system
on their schedule and have “on-demand” gunshots. An outdoor
shooting range was found, which allowed the team to first
validate a single node implementation and confirm its successful operation, and finally test the complete multinode system.
Multiple firearm types were recorded and test data was
collected for further processing as the system grew.

written to display all of the data in real time, which simulated
what law enforcement or first responders would be monitoring
in a real-world deployment.

The next stage involved building two additional nodes (for a
total of three) and also required creating a wireless network
architecture so that each node could report its detection and
angle of shooter to the central data receiver. A program was

ASTRA was selected as one of the two keynote presentations
to be made at the school’s Undergraduate Research
Celebration. It also won the ECE Department’s award for
Outstanding Senior Design Project.

Since their second test, the team has worked on quantifying
their results in terms of accuracy, implemented an adaptive
threshold to account for environmental noise, and created a
user-friendly graphical representation of the results on the
Google Earth terminal.

FAC U LT Y P R O F I L E

Qiliang Li
Professor, Electrical and Computer Engineering Department
As an undergraduate, Qiliang Li became curious about how
electrons move in materials and how they respond to light, heat,
electromagnetic signals, and mechanical stress. In the 1990s,
research and development in electronics made extraordinary
progress, and Li became fascinated by emerging electronics for
applications in computation, optical/chemical sensing, thermoelectrics, and renewable energy.
Now, as a professor in the Department of Electrical and Computer
Engineering, he and his research team work on electronic
materials and devices. “Our focus is on discovering the unique
properties of novel electronic materials, and engineering them
for new and better device applications,” says Li.
His major research areas include nonvolatile nanotech memory
for on-chip application and gas sensors. In addition, he is studying
two-dimensional materials for thermoelectric electronics and
topological insulators.

Li’s research of novel nonvolatile memory is for on-chip cache
memory application. The dimensional scaling of microelectronics
to increase the ability of central processing units (CPUs) is facing
fundamental and physical challenges. There is currently a need to
increase the cache memory–static random access memory
(SRAM). However, this will decrease CPU net information throughput, because SRAM is volatile and occupies a large floor space of
the CPU chip.
“Developing high-performance and high-density nonvolatile
memory as local CPU memory to replace SRAM will lead to a
transformative change in computer technology,” says Li.
“Moreover, such high-density nonvolatile cache memory will have
a major impact on portable (mobile) systems and electronics with
increasing need for embedded and stand-alone memory with
low-power consumption.”

Li’s research uses redox-active molecules as the electron storage
medium for nonvolatile memory. Redox-active molecules have
been considered as attractive, naturally derived charge-storage
materials. Typically, applying an oxidation voltage will cause
electron loss in redox molecules, whereas under a reduction
voltage, the electrons will be driven back to the molecules.
Due to the inherent oxidation and reduction of the redox centers,
molecules can exhibit distinct charged or discharged states, which
can represent logic ON and OFF states, with very fast P/E speed
and excellent endurance. Li’s approach integrates redox-active
molecules on semiconductor nanowires for Flash memory.
Li says, “In our research, this new molecular Flash memory
exhibited excellent performance: fast program/erase speed, long
memory retention and high endurance, which is very attractive
for future high-level, on-chip memory application.”
Joining Li on the molecular Flash project was PhD student
Hao Zhu. He is currently an associate professor in Fudan
University, China.
Before Li came to Mason in 2007, he was a research scientist in
the Semiconductor Electronics Division of NIST, where he was
involved in the fabrication, characterization, and simulation of
complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor and nanoelectronics materials and devices. His relationship with the U.S.
Department of Commerce continues to this day.
Li is one of six professors in Virginia to be appointed a Virginia
Microelectronics Consortium Professor. Since it was created in
1997, the Virginia Microelectronics Consortium has fostered
education and research in support of the microelectronics
industry throughout Virginia. Consortium members include
seven universities and microelectronics companies Micron
and BAE Systems. One of the principal activities of the group is
to support a summer research internship program where
students from member universities spend a summer at another
Virginia university or with one of the industry members, gaining
valuable experience in microelectronics.
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Both projects focus on the same fundamental physics: how
electrons in nanomaterials respond to external activations
(e.g., chemicals or an electric field). The emerging nanomaterials,
including molecules, one-dimensional nanowires, and twodimensional materials (e.g., graphene), have interesting and
individual properties. If the kinetics of electrons in these nanomaterials is understood, Li reasons that new-concept sensors,
memory, circuits, and renewable energy harvesting devices can
be developed.

Graduate student Vaileia Georgiou works with Professor Qiliang Li
measuring the silicon nanowire field effect transistor on silicon wafer.

Gerald Cook Retires
Gerald Cook joined the Volgenau School of Engineering in 1985 as the Earle C. Williams Professor. He served as the ECE
Department chair from 1990 to 1998. Last May he retired. Cook has been an integral part of both research and teaching
in control theory. We asked him a few questions to learn more about his experiences at Mason and hear about his plans
for the future.

“I cannot imagine doing
anything else that would
have brought me the
pleasure and contentment
that I have experienced.”
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What has been the focus of your research while at Mason,
and how did it change over time?
My research had been broadly in the area of modern control and
its practical applications. This included optimal control and state
estimation, and their applications. As time progressed I developed
an interest in robotics, with emphasis initially on fixed-base robotic
manipulators. Optimal behavior of robots with redundant degrees
of freedom became a particular area of interest. Later, I became
interested in mobile robots as well and especially in their application to remote sensing. While doing research in this area, I found
a need to incorporate robot navigation, as well as the tasks of
detection and precise geo-registration of objects of interest.
What do you view as your most significant accomplishment(s)
during your time at Mason?
When I completed my second term as chair of the Electrical
and Computer Engineering Department, I took a sabbatical at the
Night Vision Laboratory of the U.S. Army, which led to a continuing
relationship after returning to Mason. I focused on sensor-bearing
vehicles and their use in detecting and geo-locating landmines.
My research relied heavily on estimation of the vehicle location
and orientation via GPS as well as other instrumentation, projection
of the sensor footprint onto the ground, and converting the
coordinates of any detected object into a set of local coordinates.
Two Mason graduate students, Shwetha Jakkidi and Smriti Kansal,
were instrumental in the success of this work.
A few years later, I began writing a book. The work done at the
Night Vision Laboratory served as the primary focal point, but the
book’s preparation called on my entire background in electrical
engineering. After a few years of using the text in a graduate course
and performing successive refinements, I contacted a publishing

company and began working with them on a final version.
The culmination of this effort came in June 2011 when Wiley Press
released Mobile Robots: Navigation, Control, and Remote Sensing.
I am pleased with the reception my book has received on the market.
What have you found to be the most rewarding part
of being a faculty member in ECE?
The most rewarding aspect of my work has been the interaction
with students. Several of my PhD students have become professors
and department chairs. Others have taken important positions in
industry and in government organizations. Some of those that I
taught as undergraduates went on to other universities for their
graduate work. In many cases, I wrote letters of reference and
shared their joy when they were admitted to some of our nation’s
very best graduate schools.
Where do you think George Mason and the ECE Department
will be in the year 2035?
The ECE Department has hired some very impressive young faculty
in the last few years. Some of them have already established
themselves as outstanding researchers. The leadership of Murray
Black, Andre Manitius, and Monty Hayes has served us well,
and I believe that the department will continue to progress
not only in the quality and quantity of work, but also in the
national recognition of this work by professionals in the field.
What are your plans for retirement?
I am beginning to enjoy extra free time through the retirement
transition program. Nancy Anne and I will continue to enjoy
following the development of our eight grandchildren. I hope to
play more golf and hopefully improve my game. Woodworking is
another hobby that I hope to do more of, using some of the new
tools I have received as gifts but not yet had a chance to try out.
Also I want to continue to develop my recently acquired interest
in Christian music composition.
Did we miss anything that you’d like to share?
I would not want to conclude without giving thanks to God for
leading me to this profession and for blessing me with the ability
to do this work. I am also grateful for the long-lasting support and
encouragement from my wife, Nancy Anne, and from all my family.
Thanks also to my mother for the example she set for honesty, hard
work, and determination.

A D J U N C T FAC U LT Y

ILLUSTRATION BY MARCIA STAIMER

ECE Cantina: Students Build Low-Cost
FMCW Radar with Coffee Cans
ECE students enrolled in last spring’s Radar Engineering course
taught by ECE adjunct Monir Hossain got a surprise lesson on how
to build frequency modulated continuous wave (FMCW) radar—
with coffee cans.
In true engineering fashion, Hossain took an innovative approach to
teaching the class. Back in his school days, he remembered what
really worked for him were the hands-on building activities that
accompanied the theory of a subject. Hossain decided to build a
radar apparatus at home using household items. He based his idea
on a similar course taught at MIT Lincoln Laboratories by Gregory
Chavrat, who designed and taught students how to build a
cost-effective, low-power radar.
“I was able to build and improve on the system at home and was
convinced that this would provide an invaluable opportunity for
students to learn about the fundamentals of radar technology,
along with the theory of radar systems,” says Hossain.

Students faced a number of challenges in the lab. They had to work
though the radar system’s numerous technical issues, which
included mismatched impedances, antenna gains, RF circuits, and
digital signal processing of the data. Once built, the students used
their radar prototypes to collect data during field experiments on
campus. FMCW radar is capable of detecting movement of a range
of objects at a distance of up to a kilometer or more, depending on
other environmental factors.
Students also demonstrated the crude imaging capability of the
radar, known as Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) imaging. This
technique uses the radar position as a sampled data point and it
varies the radar position along a linear path to make a virtual
antenna that is much larger than the physical size of the antenna
on the radar. This provides for a much higher resolution image that
would not be possible with only the mounted antenna or without
resorting to using multiple radars.
The next time you open a coffee can to brew a fresh pot, imagine
that someday it could be used as a radar antenna.

Hossain’s career started as a hardware engineer.
His early exposure to radar stems from work with
one of the prominent defense contractors, Northrop
Grumman in Baltimore, Maryland, where he was
employed for more than eight years in numerous
engineering capacities. He pursued various means
within the company to work and learn all about
radars. Hossain is currently working as a senior radar
systems engineer at the Naval Research Laboratory in
Washington, D.C., and his work focuses on innovative
applications of radars.
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The low-power and low-cost FMCW radar Hossain produced is
unique because its antennas were built with coffee cans. The RF
signals received were then converted down to audio-level signals
by mixing down the carrier frequency and sending the audio signal
to a computer for processing. This process bypassed the need for
sophisticated and expensive analog-to-digital acquisition systems.

“The field of Radar Systems is
so vast and complex that in
my 15-plus years in the field,
I am always learning, be it
hardware, software,
mechanical, or systems
issues. Being able to bring
that technology to the
classroom and seeing the
students succeed in
building the system was the
most satisfying aspect of
this course for me.”
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Solar Eclipse
On August 21, a total solar eclipse
travelled across the United States.
In addition to a breathtaking visual
experience, the solar eclipse also
offered a rare opportunity to study the
earth’s atmosphere. Mason researchers
used radio waves to understand how
the ionosphere changes when the
moon passes between the earth and
the sun. Through the National Science
Foundation-funded EclipseMob citizen
science project, participants across
the United States and several countries
built receivers that collected radio
wave signals during the eclipse.
Aggregating these geospatially diverse
signals will allow Mason researchers to
understand how changes in the ionosphere are affected by the relative
locations of the transmitter, receiver,
and eclipse path.

